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A living memorial:
For several hours over the course of ten nights in 2008, Voz Alta staged a
remarkable commemoration, transforming the uncensored voice of the public into
powerful light beams that shone across the vast metropolis of Mexico City. Installed
on the site of the 1968 state-perpetrated Tlatelolco massacre, Lozano-Hemmer’s
interactive light-sound memorial invited anyone to speak into a megaphone on any
topic, completely free of monitoring or censorship. The voices of participants
stimulated a searchlight, which flashed in response to their frequency and volume,
beaming those illuminated voice patterns to the top of the former Ministry of Foreign
affairs building (now Centro Cultural Tlatelolco) bounding one edge of the plaza.
Vastly increasing the commemorative performance’s visibility to the scale of the
entire city, further anti-aircraft searchlights relayed the flashing light beams to three
other significant public locations: the Zócalo, the traditional political and social heart
of the city and the Mexican nation; the Basilica of the Guadalupe Virgin, patron saint
of Mexico; and the Monument to the Revolution, marking the violent upheaval that
launched the nation into twentieth-century modernity. The light flashes were then
retransformed into sound, transmitted live by radio waves to a listening public via
the National University’s radio station. In the pauses between live presentations Voz
Alta transmitted archival recordings of 1968 music, as well as archival testimonials
from 1968 survivors, intellectuals, and public figures.
Participation:
Thousands from all ranks of society participated—both victims and ordinary
citizens—commenting on everything from their memories of the massacre, to calls
for political action in the name of freedom and democracy, to poetry and sound art, to
marriage proposals and more. Many called for the prosecution of those responsible
for the massacre; many also spoke on the relationship between everyday life and
politics. Others pointed to the long-term and consistent state censorship and
repression in Mexico, and to the collusion between the news media and the
government in controlling access to information.
Victim agency and collective historical memory:
Voz Alta reappropriated Tlatelolco, turning it from a traumatic site whose
history had been carefully managed by a single voice of authoritative power—the
Mexican state—into a public space whose history was the result of a multitude of
citizen voices. Against the state’s production of Tlatelolco as a space of spectacle and
truncated historical memory aimed at bolstering its own power, Lozano-Hemmer’s
sound-light piece provided an expanding sensorial forum that bridged disparate
private thoughts and a collective public discourse, animating the agency of both

Tlatelolco’s victims and ordinary citizens. As person after person spoke into the
megaphone, individual soliloquies interwove to produce an ever-thickening web of collective
testimonial. Victims, in narrating their stories, often for the first time, ceased being invisible.
Individual memories lost their isolated, idiosyncratic character, to become nodal points for
drawing the past into the present and for marking experiential connections across previously
segregated arenas of civil society. Historical memory became a collective affair, a collective
witnessing in the public sphere that shattered hegemonic state narratives blaming others—
the students, “communists,” foreign terrorists, rogue political elements—for the Tlatelolco
massacre.
Public Space and citizen engagement:
Voz Alta offered an egalitarian model of civic association structured through
unscripted collective engagement in public space that articulated the conditions of
contemporary civic engagement in the public sphere without monumentalizing them. Light
and sound formed a principle measure and structure of that engagement, with a spatial
demarcation that turned spectacle into deliberately ephemeral yet powerful critique.
Luminosity, translated from sound and beamed across the city’s sky, became the means
through which citizens activated their participation in social space.
“Personal interactivity,” says Lozano-Hemmer, “[transforms] intimidation into
‘intimacy’: the possibility for people to constitute new relationships with the urban
landscape.” Spaces of social control historically engineered through the aestheticization of
scientific technological regimes, such as Nazi architect Albert Speer’s infamous Nuremberg
“cathedrals of light,” were inverted in Voz Alta: opened outward versus closed-in; fragile,
ephemeral pulses of light and sound versus monumental concrete, glass, and steel;
performative versus static; anti-hierarchical, inclusive, and collective versus coercive models
of mass society.
By positing a collective, participatory memorial centered on issues of social justice and
political democratization, Voz Alta revealed the conditions of performative social engagement
as an imperative for mounting a non-spectacularized citizen reclamation of public space.
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